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Vice-President’s Soapbox
On behalf of the President, welcome to the
2018 Autumn edition of the Epic magazine. This
year is shaping up to be one of the biggest with
a number of members forgoing work and exams
to get out and about.
The ever popular Blue Mountains Extravaganza,

Cocktails on the Castle and Ultra-Rad Coast
Safari were backed up by bushwalking events
including Mt Gudgenby, Cape to Cape,
Kanangra-Boyd and Budawangs. We mustn’t
forget the climbing wall and the boatshed,
which although closer to home, are the
mainstays of the club. This amount of activity is
only possible through the leadership and
management of the executive and committee
plus the dedicated volunteers who lead trips,
run the gearstore and supervise the climbing
wall.

The expedition and adventure fund has also
been put to good use with funds distributed
among four fantastic submissions ranging from
climbing in Peru, hiking the Larapinta Trail,
packrafting the Franklin River and hiking the
Arthur’s in Tasmania.
This magazine documents the history of the

club so please, read on and find inspiration to
create your own Epic adventure in the future.

See you in the outdoors,
Ivan Dovana
Vice-Pres
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An Ran on Bunny Bucket Buttress and Robbie on
Randy Rabbit Ridge during one of the trips from Blue
Mountains Extravaganza. Photo by Dan Comber-Todd.
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Epic Kayaking
My Sea Kayaking Experience from TURCS
By Annika Wallengren
On a beautiful and sunny Saturday morning, we got
ready to leave the campsite site with our group of
six amazing people to get our two double‐kayaks
and two singles out at sea. Andrew, our trip leader,
not only had extensive experience with this activity,
but was super keen to give us tricks and tell us all
about his crazy kayaking adventures
(believe me, he has a lot!).

and flip us over; an essential trick to know if
anything goes wrong. We then continued our
journey to get to the shore one last time to give a
good glance at this interesting shipwrecked stranded
vessel and take great group pictures next to it!

…the wind was now blowing
against us and paddling just seemed
so much harder.

As a beginner kayaker, going out at sea
in Jervis Bay was something incredible,
having to watch out for the waves and
coordinate with my partner. Our first
stop, Honeymoon Bay, was simply paradisiac. We
had lunch there, did some snorkelling and learned
how to get out of our kayak if it was ever to shift

Then, it was time to go back and the plan was to
return to where we had started our journey earlier
in the day. The only thing was
that the wind was now blowing
against us and paddling just
seemed so much harder. At a
point, we were wondering if we
would even make it on time,
watching the threatening sky
coming closer in our direction
and our clocks ticking. It was
thrilling, but a bit stressful as
well. We eventually got closer
and stopped on the shore next to
where we started to carry the
kayaks by hand. It was
challenging but we finally made
it! But our adventures were
certainly not over; we now had to
pack up the kayaks to the trailer
which was an uneasy task with
the crowd of mosquitoes coming
right at us and biting every
accessible part of our body: DEET
was a must!
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Finally in the car, we turned on some nice relaxing
music and gave a call to the trip coordinator to tell
him that we were all safe and on our way back.
Everyone was tired but really happy of the great day
we had spent together.
Back at the camping site, some went to the
restaurant for a rewarding dinner, while others
cooked themselves a cozy meal, chatting with the
rest of the participants to know more about their
great adventures of the day.
The TURCS trip was a success and I would definitely
do it again if I had the chance. I highly recommend
participants to take part in any trips and activities
members of the ANU Mountaineering Club organize
because it's a great opportunity to do fun activities
in beautiful environments, while connecting with
wonderful people.
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Braking Bad
An Easter Mountain Biking Adventure to the Victorian High Country
Article by Mark Euston. Images by Chris Capon
Driving from Jindabyne to
Canberra on Thursday
afternoon my car decided
to start acting up like a
bunch of disgruntled
former members turned
Facebook safety patrollers.
Dave was press‐ganged into
taking his car and we
postponed our departure
until Friday morning. With
each successive phone call,
the departure time went
from 6am to 7am, and
finally 8am before we
called it a night. The next
day everything went
perfectly to plan and we
were on the road at 10am.
Our first stop was Bright
where Dave, Yunfei and I
met Chris and Mahdi. We started with a leisurely roll
up Playground to Rollercoaster to do Tombstone.
The climb involved more switchbacks than Giovanni
trying to correct the gear store ledger, but we
eventually made it to the top and zoomed back
down. At the bottom there was general enthusiasm
for another run, so went back up and zoomed down
again. Lacking any sort of imagination, I suggested
that we do a 3rd lap. Enthusiasm was about as high
as Mel nominating for President at last year's AGM.
Begrudgingly we did a 3rd lap.

That night we stayed at Smoko campground, which
was packed more densely than a Gumby's rucksack
on their first overnight snow trip. We were fortunate
enough to pick the campsite right next to bogans
where we were treated to the pleasant hum of a
generator for 30min, followed by an hour of high
volume bogan classics (until Dave bravely asked
them to turn the volume down).
The next morning we took Mahdi to see a doctor.
We also met up with Felipe, who was returning from
a week riding in Tasmania (where he got soaked
more than a beginner on a ski trip with no change of
clothes). We spent the day shuttling the Hero trail.
On one run we came across a rider who’d used his
face as a brake and had to use everything in his first
aid kit to patch him up. On a drive to the top we saw
a 16 year old kid case a massive table‐top, get
thrown over the bars, and use his head to break his
fall. He wasn't really sure where he was or what his
name was, so we dubbed him Concussion Kid and

It was getting late and we decided to do a warm‐up
lap of the Hero trail. We did a car shuffle to get all
the bikes to the top and rode down in a big group.
We had lots of stops and the track was almost as
quiet as midday gear store opening times. Yunfei
and Mahdi found the steep switchbacks in the lower
section to be almost as traumatic as organising a
club t‐shirt order. Mahdi had a bad fall in one of
them and landed on his hands, injuring his forearm.
We were sure it was just a sprain and decided to
wait until the doctors opened the next morning to
get it checked out.
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We reunited with Concussion Kid, who pretended to
remember us and was eagerly awaiting the
expiration of his 24 hour waiting period before he
could go out and concuss himself again. In between
bunny‐hopping over children on Flowtown, we
managed to eject Chris into some trees and taco
Yunfei's wheel.

put him in a car with some strange dude that was
heading down the hill ‐ problem solved.
We picked up Mahdi, who had actually fractured his
elbow (oops) and was now in a sling. After our
experience at Smoko campground, we decided to
move on to Falls Creek. During the drive, Dave's
headlights proved to be as reliable as a climbing
officer, so we had to drive behind Felipe, who drives
as recklessly as a rock climber posting their opinions
on Facebook. The Falls Creek campsite was fairly full,
and after a scout leader mistook us for child
groomers, we were forced to camp in a tiny patch of
grass between some bushes.

Monday was our last chance to break our bikes or
injure ourselves. Felipe, riding high on the adrenalin
from 'Eye Of The Tiger' pumping through his
headphones, stepped up to the plate and did both.
On a fast section of track he clipped a pedal and
went down harder than someone rappelling off a
gear loop. He was fairly beat up, bent his pedal, and
snapped his derailleur hanger. Back in Canberra he
found that he had a small fracture in his wrist.

Final Body Count
1 broken elbow
1 broken wrist
1 concussed kid
1 faceless dude
2 broken spokes
1 tacoed wheel
1 bent pedal
1 snapped derailleur hanger
1 punctured inner tube
1 punctured therm‐a‐rest

We spent most of Sunday on Flowtown but also did
a few runs down Generator/Vortex. Despite my
warnings, everyone decided to inflict the misery of
High Voltage on themselves. Fortunately, there was
no desire for a 2nd run.
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Type 1 fun turns to type 2 fun when the
ANUMC snowshoe trip to Mt Tate is
battered by winds of 69km/hr gusting
82km/hr. Photo Mika Kontiainen.
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When fairy tales come true
Cocktails on the Castle 2018
Article by Wiktoria Zaton. Images by Mika Kontiainen and Jason McQueen
Luckily we just go past them, I told myself, there is
no chance we are going to climb this. It seems like
one would need to ascend one kilometre vertically in
one kilometre horizontal distance. But that was it.
We started gaining altitude slowly. The companion
was outstanding – after three months of traveling
with the club every single weekend, not
only I knew many of the participants, but
also found very close friends among them.
On our way up, we took a few more
breaks, not that we needed them, we
were just enjoying the views :).

It was in February when I first met Joel, our current
social officer. During a day hike organized at the
beginning of the term, he was talking with growing
excitement about a special event run by the
Mountaineering Club every year. With a great thirst
for adventures I joined the discussion immediately

I am not afraid of heights, I never have
been. But there were a few rocks on our
way that we had to overcome or boulders
we needed to climb when my heart was
pounding and when my mathematical
brain was just calculating, how many
millimetres away awaits me a dramatic
fall into the valley. But it went, more or
less, smoothly. On the very steep parts,
our gentlemen would first take the packs from the
others, so that we could feel more confident while
climbing. When I spoke out my final 'off rope' after
reaching the top plateau, my legs were still shaking
slightly. This merely 5‐kilometre‐long hike took us
approximately six hours.

and the rumour was passed onto me. Apparently,
people wear suits and hike a steep mountain to have
a sophisticated dinner at the top. Unbelievable – I
thought – before we changed the topic.
Three months later, there we were – balancing on
the edge of a cliff, holding onto
the ropes and trying to carry
our heavy packs with high‐heels
inside to the top (okay, I admit,
the men did not carry high‐
heels but a block of ice for
example!). I have been hiking in
many countries and on three
continents in the past, but I
have never done a hike nearly
that steep as the Castle. The
first few kilometres were easy‐
walking. Well, not that easy
when you are testing your new
hiking shoes, but let me leave
this aside. After half an hour we
could see majestic peaks in
front of us. They were
surprisingly close.
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After a few hundred metres through the bushes, we
reached the camp, where everyone was setting up
their tents and started dressing up in a rush! There
was no time for dinner yet. We had to prepare the
cocktails and enjoy the last hours of daylight. This
was very exciting and it felt so special. I would never
have believed if I was told that one day I will end up
wearing a cocktail dress and cooking mulled wine on
top of a mountain after such a demanding hike. We
took many spectacular pictures and tried to
reconstruct the photo taken 25 years ago on the first
Castle trip. We let the evening fade away while
sitting around the candelabrum with candles on and
watching the stars. I loved it.
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Since I am leaving Australia in a few weeks, let
me use this opportunity to say thank you.
Thank you all for the great atmosphere on this
trip and all the other hikes, thank you James for
organizing the cocktails (we will never forget
your commitment of carrying up a table!). The
Mountaineering Club turned my exchange here
into one of the greatest adventures of my life.
Thank you for the sunsets and sunrises, for the
tanned skin, the dramatic views and the cold
waterfalls, for the friends I will have for the
rest of my life. From all the trips I have
done so far with the club I could not pick
the best one. With some effort I could pick
the most tiring, the most spectacular, the
most adventurous or the funniest.
However, the Cocktails on Castle would
be undoubtedly, the most EPIC.
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Packrafting New Zealand
By Xavier Anderson
The water lapped at our boats as we floated down
the river. The walls of the gorge were rising up
around us. We just sat, our feet resting on the edges
the packrafts. This was the last river of our hectic
trip, so the silent floating was welcome. James,
Jason, Mark and I were the last ones from an army
of eleven that had travelled across the South Island
for the past three weeks. The others were pulled
away from this extraordinary place early to head
back to work.

Cross Creek, which is located just near Haast Pass
might not be the most technically challenging,
remote or secretive canyon but it’s damn good fun.
The never‐ending series of jumps and natural
waterslides keep your adrenaline pumping for pretty
much the whole 4 hour canyon.
The abseils are fantastic as well. While you’re rigging
the anchor you can take a step back and appreciate
how spectacular the canyon really is! If you are
worried about your skill or experience level, this
canyon is run commercially and it’s a perfect side
trip if road‐tripping the West Coast.

The goal of our trip was to explore the life of a river.
We rappelled, slip‐ slid and sometimes stumbled
through New Zealand’s epic canyons and packrafted
rivers ranging from class I‐III+, wading, crew, group,
helmets, view, mountains

It’s Not Always Fun And Games
When you are slipping and sliding your way through
a canyon it can be
easy to forget that
they can be
dangerous places. It
is probably the most
difficult place to be
rescued from. We
were very aware of
this going in but
after James hurt his
back after landing
awkwardly from a
jump it became even
more salient.
I was glad that our
group was
experienced, not
only in the technical
aspects of the
activities we did but
in wilderness first aid as well, so if anything went
seriously wrong we would be prepared. I would
highly recommend taking a Wilderness First Aid
course if you regularly head outdoors.

The Canyons
Canyoning is the sport of travelling through a canyon
using a variety of techniques such as walking,
scrambling, climbing, jumping, abseiling and
swimming. Mark seemed to put it best: “It’s like a
waterpark for adults”.

Sometimes Adventure Is Right Under Your Nose
The word adventure conjures up thoughts of
wickedly long treks to remote corners of forgotten
countries but Imp Grotto taught me that epic places
can be closer than you realise. This little firecracker
of a canyon is accessed straight off the road by
disappearing into a wall of bush, Narnia‐style.

Waterfalls are great to look at and all but being
pounded by a raging one while you try to catch your
breath in the middle of a 30m abseil is a totally
different experience. The most epic canyons we
found were around Haast on the West Coast. Here
are some memories from some of our favourites.
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It takes about 20 minutes to walk up to the first 12m
jump and about two hours to make your way back
down the canyon. It is a short, sweet canyon that
has truly earnt the title of Imp Grotto. Along with
Cross Creek this is a ‘must‐do’ if road tripping the
West‐Coast.
Pack…rafting?
This peculiar sport has been kicking around for a
little while now. However, in recent years it has
been picking up steam. So what exactly is it? A
packraft is a one‐person inflatable boat. They are
super lightweight, incredibly durable and can fit in
your backpack. They are the ultimate tool for
adventure, allowing you to reach remote rivers and
take on some challenging white‐water. Trust me,
these aren’t the kind of inflatable boats that you buy
for 20 bucks at the department store.

We paddled a mix of different packrafts on the trip. I
stuck with my trusty Kokopelli Nirvana Self‐Bailer XL,
Tom the adventure racer was never far from his
Alpacka Gnu, which can be paddled solo or as a
double. The rest of the crew went with a great
Aussie brand called PacKraft. We managed to avoid
any major punctures or leaks the whole time, which
was great because patching a boat halfway down a
river is not my idea of fun.
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agreement that it would either get dark before we
would make it back or we would be ‘cliffed out’ by
the gorge walls and not make it back at all.

The Guidebook Isn’t A Bible
In planning our trip, we used the ‘Canyoning In NZ’
and the ‘New Zealand Whitewater” guidebooks as
our main sources of information, along with some
handy local knowledge from the Department of
Conservation (DOC) and other local paddlers. They
were pretty damn accurate for the most part but as
we learnt on the Arahura River, blindly trusting a
guidebook written almost a decade ago isn’t the
greatest plan.

So, for the second time that day we inflated our
packrafts and paddled down the Arahura to our
take‐out. Both our cars, containing our overnight
gear, were back at the put‐in and we were faced
with a 40km walk/hitchhike along a little‐travelled
country road with darkness looming not too far in
the future.

Tom, Galina, Jess, Mark, Jason and myself had split
from the rest of the group in Hokitaka to tackle the
Arahura River, traditionally an important source of
Greenstone for the Ngāi Tahu tribe. It would be a
short 3 hour paddle with an easy 10km return walk
along a mountain bike trail; or so we thought. To be
fair, the guidebook was at least half right, the paddle
was a pleasant 3 hour jaunt through a stunning
gorge.

We decided to swallow our pride and approach a
nearby farmer who we had talked to earlier that
day. He very kindly gave us a lift back to our cars. On
the ride he said that for as long as he had lived there
he had never heard of a trail that ran up the river.
What a day!
Proper Planning and Preparation Prevents Piss Poor
Performance
This popular British Army adage rang true for all but
one of us on our overnight hike/packraft of the
Poulter River. Nearing the end of our road trip our
group were now feeling confident in our abilities and
the grade of the river. We (all except Jason) decided
to save on weight by not packing our wetsuits. Great
idea, right?

We ran into trouble on the walk back when we came
to an abrupt stop as the ‘trail’ which we had been
following ran into a thick wall of bush. Jason
sarcastically remarked that, ‘You might not be able
to get a mountain bike through that”.
After two more hours of retracing our steps and
scouting out potential ways through we came to the
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packrafts. This section held the most interesting
whitewater and rivalled the gorge for views, all
without any jet boats. The Waimakariri River is a
must!

Well we were blasted on both days by freezing 80‐
130km/h winds. By the time we reached the take‐
out all our faces were frozen in grimaces, our hands
were locked to the paddles and our legs were
beyond numb. Jason though, sat snuggly warm in his
wetsuit, enjoying the beautiful river. Trust me when
I say, you’ll never see me without a wetsuit in New
Zealand again.

Before You Go
I would highly recommend any of places that were
mentioned above but do make sure your party are
competent in the activity you want to do (e.g.
anchor construction or swift water rescue). Also
check in with the local DOC office before you set
out. They can be super helpful (a lady at the Arthurs
Pass office was a rad packrafter!)

Packrafting Offers A New Take On Popular Places
The Waiho River may not ring a bell at first with
those who have travelled around New Zealand’s
South Island but its source, Franz Josef Glacier
might. It is a popular stop‐off for many and for good
reason; it’s amazing. Loaded up with packs, helmets
and paddles, we were quite the sight on the tourist
path up to the glacier.
The odd looks increased as we began to inflate our
boats and get changed. It was an entirely different
experience to regular packrafting. The sport is all
about getting to remote places, away from people
but here we were in front of a gathered crowd.

If you don’t feel confident to head out yourselves,
then join a guided group. There are heaps of great
companies that run guided trips for both canyoning
and packrafting in New Zealand.
It is also important to adhere to ‘Check. Clean. Dry’
when moving between waterways on New Zealand’s
South Island in order to prevent the spread of
freshwater pests, particularly Didymo. More info can
be found here. Also try to stick to the trail on canyon
approaches as the moss and other plant life around
these areas is very delicate.

The crowd vanished from our minds though as soon
as we pulled out of the eddy into the main flow. The
water was insanely fast and cold (there were literally
chunks of ice in the river!), the rapids were
demanding and we finished the paddle completely
exhausted, but I would do it again in a heartbeat. It’s
so close to the crowds of tourists but the Waiho is
worlds away in terms of experience.

Thanks, to the NZ team and to the ANUMC for
making this happen. It was a hell of a trip.

Always Make Time For The Classics
The Waimakariri River or ‘Waimak’ is
a stunning river located in Arthurs
Pass. It lies in an immense valley and
is regularly run by pretty much
anything that can float. We split the
gorge section of the river into two
days, staying in a magical hut within
the gorge itself. The towering walls of
the gorge and aqua blue water of this
section take all the words out of your
mouth. My tip? Just sit back, relax
and enjoy the ride.
As well as paddling the popular gorge
section we also sought to redefine
this classic. Instead of the regular
put‐in at one of the major bridges
that cross the Waimak we set out on
an overnight trip to the upper
Waimak, staying at Carrington Hut and paddling
back down. This is a much less popular section of the
river as the only boats that can access it are

Read the full article at
https://weareexplorers.co/lessons‐from‐river‐
canyoning‐packrafting‐new‐zealand/
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Encounter with a Dangerous Creature
By David Adams
I asked him if he had fallen down here too, but I
don't think he could understand me. He just looked
worried and started shouting to the others.

What a beautiful day it was; nice warm
temperature and beautiful blue sky. The perfect day
to stretch out on the rocks and soak in the sun. Out I
went for the morning,
moving between rocks
as I hoped for the sun
to come out from the mist and make my day. As I
pushed my way through the bush I came to a rocky
outcrop, a beautiful open area seemingly made just
for me. I pushed out from the scrub and into the
open area hoping that this might even be a good
spot for sort out my lunch. Distracted by the smells
and vibrations of the forest, I didn't notice that I had
came to an edge in the bush. I saw a frog in some
nearby water, and lifted my head to get a better
look, but as I did, I lost my grip, my whole body slid
sideways and into the canyon I fell.

..as I did, I lost my grip…

"It's ok," I said as my tongue sipped the
air, "there are some great tasting lizards down here,
it's really not so bad"

He threw a rock at me. It hit just to the left of my
head. Who throws rocks at strangers? What a
jackass. Unfazed, I held my ground. I'm not going to
let some bully come down here and try to scare me
off. I moved closer.

He panicked and scrambled up to the rock, out of
striking distance. I told him he was being really rude
to me, but he was too busy attaching himself to a
rope and shouting to
the others. Slowly,
he inched his way up
his rope. I moved up
a branch to get closer, but by then he was too high.
He reached down and poked vaguely at me with a
stick but couldn't reach me. I got the point, he was a
jerk and didn't like sharing the canyon with snakes
like me.

I landed in the water, nearly 20m below. This
strange new landscape was
very different from up top.
There was less sun, and the air
tasted stale as if the wind rarely
came through here. The water was cold. Slowly, I
wound my way across the water to a landing to find
some sun, my brown body stretching out along a
rock. Maybe there would be some tasty frogs by the
water's edge, or some warm blooded lunch hiding in
the bush. I settled in for the wait.

It hit just to the left of my head

I waited on the ground, hoping he would go away.
After 10 minutes I gave up trying to talk him down
from his literal ledge. He was obviously a creature
that couldn't be reasoned with. I swam back across
the cold water to find a nice spot the hide until this
dangerous creature goes away. There's just no
pleasing some creatures.

I awoke to loud vibrations in the ground. Something
was coming. Maybe something I could eat, or at
least someone that could get me out of here!
Braving the cold, I slithered across the water to see
what had some. I found a strange figure, coming
down the wall to me. I could feel that there were
more of them on the ledge above me, maybe 10
metres up. They were shouting and pointing at me.
The thought of him attacking made my fangs feel
more prominent in my mouth than ever. I raised my
head to look at the one closest to me, let out my
tongue to sample the air. He looked worried.

in Whungee Wheengee Canyon
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Rising Stars
A salute to members who led their first trips this year

Alexander Tomlinson
Bushwalking
Square Rocks

Tim Williams
Bushwalking
Bungonia Slot Canyon

Yushu Soon
Bushwalking
Mt Majura

Jay Sims
Bushwalking
Horse Gully
David Adams
Canyoning
Blue Mountains Extravaganza
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Ramblings from the Remarkables
By Jai Vennick and Gabrielle Schueffe
Friday, 11th of August
After only 2.5 hours of sleep ‐ as a result of last minute packing ‐ I got up at
3:30am to catch my flight over to Queenstown. I found Gab at the airport
at 6 am, where she was queuing in the Qantas check‐in line, only to
remind her that we were flying with Virgin airlines. I slept through most
the way but managed to get views of the snow‐capped mountains as we
flew into Queenstown. Gab pointed out The Remarkables and the climbing
crag perched on the west face just under the summit. After some faffing
(on Gab's behalf) at the car rental, we got ourselves sorted with food &
supplies (plenty of chocolate One‐Square‐Meals for me!) and got set up at
the Frankton Motor Camp at Lake Wakatipu.

Friday, 11th of August
After a good night sleep – as a result of efficient and organised packing – I
arrived at Canberra airport. After queuing for about 20 min I thought how
unusual for Jai to be late. Then I saw him waving at me from the Virgin
check‐in line. Walking from the plane to the terminal I pointed out the
Remarkables and the associated climbing area around telecom tower. At
this time I didn’t know that this would be the first of a long line of
unsuccessful attempts to inspire any sign of excitement from Jai. At the car
rental I set the faff‐baseline, from which, we both hoped to improve. After
I managed to negotiate a stellar $3 discount at the Frankton Motor Camp
we made camp and got supplies (mainly sugar and cider for me and
healthy food for Jai).

Saturday, 12th August
Fortunately for me, the weather was too bad for climbing which gave me
other day to recover from a fever that had plagued me for the previous
week. Instead, Gab showed me "Pink Palace": a dry‐tooling crag near the
shore of Lake Wakatipu, consisting of climbing tool holds 'dug' into the
vertical and over hanging mud/gravel walls at the crag. 100% bomber...

Saturday, 12th August
Nothing to report but bad weather and Jai recovering from his man flu. I
showed him a dry‐tooling cave called the ‘Pink Palace’, which is a great
place for working on fear levels as long as you wear a helmet. Jai was not
impressed. He seemed to be rather obsessed with Ducks.

Sunday, 13th August
The weather was again bad for climbing, so Gab and I enjoyed a day in
Queenstown and watched "Valerian, and the planet of 1000 worlds" ‐ 3.5
stars.

Sunday, 13th August
Another day of rain. We spent a day in Queenstown eating at ‘Devil
Burger’ located in ‘Church(!) Street’ and watching ‘Valerian’. It was warm
in the movie theatre ‐ 2 stars.

Monday, 14th August
The weather was good enough and I was feeling OK, so we hiked up the
Remarkables ski field to arrive at Queens Drive ‐ the access slope that
traverses under the climbing crag near the telecom tower. We decided to
get accustomed to the climbing by top‐roping "Force It" ‐ an M4 route with
a difficult first pitch and a poorly protected second pitch. I immediately
thought this type of climbing was insane and that Gab (who's climbed
there for the previous 3 years) had some marbles loose, as lead climbing
with sharp and pointy things on your hands and feet on such treacherous
terrain was just nuts.

Monday, 14th August
We finally had good weather. I thought doing some straightforward top‐
roping would ease us into mixed‐climbing and overcome some of the fear
that had accumulated over almost a year of abstinence. I remembered
from last year where the bolted anchors on both pitches were located so
we climbed up from the back, abseiled down and ‘seconded’ each pitch up
in turns. Both pitches were enjoyable with the second pitch being a little
bit chossy. It seemed we both had a great time.

Tuesday, 15th August
We headed up to the crag again and decided to lead "Scape‐goat" ‐ an M4
route with rock‐step cruxes and run‐out snow slopes above with little
placements for gear. Gab did a stellar lead on the 1st and 3rd pitches,
while I somehow scrambled up the rock steps and vertically swam up the
powdery, steep, unprotectable snow on the 2nd pitch. While 'swimming'
to the anchor, I couldn't ignore how ridiculously dangerous and stupid this
sport was, and was seriously re‐evaluating why on earth I was there.

Tuesday, 15th August
With a difficult M4 top‐rope under our belts we were ready to lead. I
suggested ‘Scape Goat’ (easy M4), which I climbed with Jin last year. I was
confident I could lead all pitches and thought this a good starting lead
before the game of mixed climbing. After I led the first pitch, Jai
volunteered to lead the second pitch. I was quite comfortable with ‘Scape
Goat’ but couldn’t ignore the ‘agitated’ mood of my climbing partner. It
seems Jai had a ‘Why I am doing this?’ moment similar to what Jin and I
had in 2015.

Wednesday, 16th August
The weather was good, so we decided to climb "The Unknown Crack", a
single pitch M4/14 climb. Unlike much of the rock in the area, this was
solid and allowed good gear placement. Afterwards, Gab threw fear to the
wind and led the poorly protectable 2nd pitch of "Force It" ‐ the M4 route
we’d top roped two days prior.

Wednesday, 16th August
Jai did a great job in leading the dry‐tooling beauty ‘The unknown Crack’
(M4). One of my favourite climbs with a dramatic 5 meter horizontal
traverse on steep terrain at the top to an anchor spot. I decided to lead
the second pitch of ‘Force it’, which felt a bit run‐out and more chossy on
lead than on top rope.

Thursday, 17th August
We decided to rest up as the weather on the mountain was not ideal. We
tended to washing and then headed into Queenstown for the evilly
delicious "Devil Burgers" and the traditional celebratory Rhubarb Creme
Brûlée at the 'Public'.
That night we attended the first night of the ice & mixed climbing festival,
only to unknowingly sit down and start chatting with Tim McArthy Snape.
(He is really nice guy and is still quite active in the climbing scene.)

Thursday, 17th August
Nothing to report really. My suggestion to climb at ‘Pink Palace’ was
ignored. In hindsight, we should have ‘hardened the f***k up’ and climbed
something up Queens Drive as many of our colleagues did. The highlights
of the day were the ‘Rhubarb Crème Brûlée at the 'Public' and sitting at
the table with the guy who overtook me climbing up the snow field the
day before who turned out to be Tim McArthy Snape when he got up to do
his presentation two hours later.

Friday, 18th August
Gab wasn't feeling too good and was fighting off a mini cold. So while she
impatiently lounged around at the motor camp and starred at the
mountain in frustration, I strolled around parts of Lake Wakatipu and took
photos of ducks.

Friday, 18th August
I was feeling crook and frustrated that we should have climbed something
the day before. The clock was ticking and every day ‘wasted’ was painful.
Jai took more photos of ducks.
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Saturday, 19th August
The weather and Gab were both good, so we got up early to beat the
crowd and look at 4 climbs: Chockstone Collet (2 pitch M4 awkward and
unprotectable), Singh Do (2 pitch M4 even more awkward), the Clearances
(4 pitch M4 a challenging first pitch), and The Fastest Indian (single pitch
M5+ crack route). Each seemed more daunting than next, so we stood
around for a couple of hours trying to decide as the other climbers moved
in.
A climber offered to put a top rope on "The Fastest Indian" after his team
finished with it. After watching him struggle for a few hours, we decided to
search for something easier. We found a section of rock which I only
managed to climb 10 m before topping out. Unwilling to down climb and
remove gear (it was scary enough to lead) I gave Gab a go. Feeling no more
comfortable but happy to abseil off minimal gear, she rigged a half
counter‐weighted abseil and prussicked/down‐climbed while removing
gear. We descended the mountain to realise we were the first to arrive,
the last to leave, and probably climbed the shortest distance of everyone.
We nicknamed our climb, "Halfway to No Where".
At 11pm, due to poor internet connection and desire to sleep, I half read
the forecast, and told Gab "It'll be fine".

Saturday, 19th August
We had an early start to get the route we wanted before the crowds move
in. As we walked around Queens Drive, none of the previously eyeballed
routes felt right for us. We took up the offer to top‐rope and try our luck
on a M5+ (The Fastest Indian). However, the wait for climbing a harder
grade with a top rope turned out to be much longer than expected. We
decided to give up and try to find another route that was within our range
to lead. This was harder than expected. After faffing around some more
we ended up on a no‐name rock section that looked feasible. While Jai was
leading I was thinking how we would get all the gear down if we don’t
make it to the top for the walk out. Opportunities for sling seemed ‐ from
my point of view – limited. About 10 meters up Jai decided not to climb
any further and he down‐climbed leaving my gear. I thought how hard can
it be to clean this down‐climbing! After all, I was not too keen to leave my
pro behind. Yet, I had to concede that down‐climbing seemed a hairy
proposition once you were actually on the rock instead of watching
someone else. I down‐climbed with a safety back‐up rigged as a counter‐
balance around a huge block. As a result, Day 1 of the official climbing
festival was a staggering average climbing speed of 1.25 meters per hour.

Sunday, 20th August
We arrived at Queens Drive to fog, cold, and light snow. Gab, surprised by
the difference from my forecast, said "I thought you said it would be fine
weather!" I responded, "I meant it'll be fine to climb." Slightly disgruntled
but not willing to waste effort hiking up the mountain, we proceeded to
"The Clearances". I was 'volunteered' to lead the 1st pitch; a sufficiently
protectable but challenging section of rock, snow, and ice. Thankfully Gab
is patient, as I spent 2 hours scratching and digging my way up the 1st
pitch. The highlight was finding, mid‐pitch, that some of the cams had
frozen because they hadn't dried properly from the previous day. On a few
occasions, I had the pleasure of placing sticky cams into poorly flared and
snowy cracks.
Gab, again, showed nerves of steel on the run‐out, steep snow sloping 2nd
pitch, and I quickly finished up the 3rd where we decided to abseil off (the
4th pitch was described as "a lot of snow wallowing" which we weren't
interested in).
Back at Queens Drive, we discovered the trodden path completely snowed
over, so made the steep and sketchy traverse to the ski slopes by kicking
and daggering through the soft snow over the hard. It was a long and
unnerving traverse, and we were happy to make it to the ski fields.

Sunday, 20th August
After the disappointing achievement the previous day we were keen to get
‘on something substantial’ – the Clearances (4 pitches of M4). Despite Jai’s
promising weather forecast the night before, it was snowing and windy. Jai
was keen to take the 1st pitch and did an amazing lead on precarious axe
and foot placements. At some point he hung with both axes and both
crampons on a 2cm thin sheet of ice ‘glued’ to the rock. The 2nd pitch was
technically easy but a bit run‐out – I had to use ‘auxiliary rocks’ to get a
hex placement. We ditched the 4th pitch which looked like another ‘snow‐
swim’ and abseiled down to Queens Drive. Unfortunately, all tracks were
snowed over (‘It will be fine weather’!) and we just managed to finish the
scary traverse just before it got dark. We ended the day with a well‐
deserved pub meal. We talked to some other climbers (one of whom was
Richard Salmons’ former climbing partner on Mt Cook) – some of them
‘not impressed’ with the quality of the rock and the lack of ‘visible’ pro. I
quote: “This type of ‘climbing’ is ridiculous! I rocked up with a standard
mountaineering kit containing a few nuts and a piton, only to watch other
climbers having double sets of cams on their massive racks.”

Monday, 21st August
Chatting to fellow climbers at the pub, we decided to gear up and hike to
Wye Creek. After buying food, changing to ice tools and packing gear, we
snow shoed the 3.5 hr walk to Wye Creek and set up camp in the dark.
After faffing with Gab's 'one other true love' ‐ her Hilleberg tent ‐ in the
wind, we cooked in the vestibule and promptly passed‐out. Backcountry
Cuisine meal 'Roast Lamb and Vegetables' ‐ 4 stars.

Monday, 21st August
We walked into Wye Creek for some ice climbing. It took a while to find a
feasible way down at the end of the hike. After some discussion we agreed
on a camp spot. It was a bit windy and Jai was paranoid that we would lose
the tent to the wind gods. Being in my Hilleberg tent, I had a great night
sleep.

Tuesday, 22nd August
In the morning we decided to do some top‐ropeable routes; a WI3 pitch
and WI4 pitch where we cleaned gear for other climbers. We met Evan (a
solo climber), Nathan and Ryan (strong and enthusiastic climbers with little
ice climbing experience), and Dave and Liv (a couple with a fair bit of
mountaineering experience, but new to ice). That night while Gab and I
finished dinner (Backcountry Cuisine meal 'Beef Curry' ‐ 3 stars), Evan
wandered past telling us that he accidentally burnt the hood of his new
$1500 Feathered Friends sleeping bag on his stove, and that he was
walking out to mend his sorrows with hot chocolate and booze.

Tuesday, 22nd August
We decided to ease in with some top‐roping. The ice curtains were
beautiful but I was a bit concerned about the ‘meltage’ (a technical ice
climbing term) that was going on. The climbing was fun and we gained
some much needed confidence. While we were cooking dinner, one of the
other climbers, Evan, walked past us in a state of complete and utter
disarray. His face and beanie covered in feathers he told us that he had an
incident in the camping cave behind the ice curtain where he had set the
hood of his new and expensive sleeping bag on fire. We felt truly sorry but
it was hard to keep a straight face in this absurdly funny situation.

Wednesday, 23rd August
After getting up and having breakfast, we began to hear cries from the ice
crag. Initially, I interpreted these as the typical 'cries of frustration' of a
climber not being able to send a pitch, but by the 3rd, Gab and I knew
something was wrong. We quickly threw gear in our packs including
cooking gear and a sleeping bag in preparation of a lengthy rescue, and
'ran' over as fast as we could.
We discovered that Ryan had taken a near ground fall and (most likely)
broke his ankle when his crampon snagged on some ice. Ryan, an
ambulance officer, happily took some strong pain killers that Gab had in
her first aid kit. We then splinted his ankle and lowered and dragged him
down the snow slope beneath the ice to an area suitable for a helicopter
pickup. While dragging him down the slope, we noticed Dave, Liv, and

Wednesday, 23rd August
We aided in a rescue. Due to the time it took and the ever melting ice we
decided to call it a day and walked out.
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Evan, walking down the pass to the crag, and we managed to call out to
them that we needed a helicopter.
Dave skied back up to the resort and contacted help, while Liv (a junior
doctor) and Evan made their way down and over to us to assist.
Within 2 hours, 2 ski patrollers had descended from the ski fields to check
on us and a helicopter landed about 15 minutes later. The helicopter crew
were experienced mountaineers ready to perform a vertical rescue, and
were initially concerned of a crush injury from fallen ice.
Ryan was lifted into the helicopter and flown out, while I went back to the
crag to retrieve screws and a tool with Evan. After that ordeal, and looking
at the amount ice melting off the crag, all of us decided walk out.
Thursday, 24th August
Gab was pretty unenthusiastic about climbing, and suggested we go on an
auto‐wandern (a German term that Gab probably made‐up where you
tour the country‐side in a car and are not allowed to walk more than 50
metres at any stop). We headed off towards Milford Sound to have a look
at the lakes. (Gab has a weird thing about lakes and must touch them.)

Thursday, 24th August
We decided to have a rest day. I suggested ‘autowandern’ – a well‐known
term among Germans. This gave Jai the opportunity to get a glimpse of the
Milford Sound region.

Friday, 25th August
It was the last climbing day and Gab was determined to climb Chockstone
Collet; the M4 route we looked at but decided was too unfriendly to climb.
After soloing to a safe belay spot, Gab climbed 50cm to find that all of the
rock was fractured with no gear placements within the first 5‐10 metres of
the pitch. Unwilling to risk an injury on our last day (I still think an injury on
the last day is the best day to have one), we backed out and headed along
to "Force It".
After a good time umming‐and‐arhing at the first daunting pitch, I figured
I'd have a go leading it. Somehow I managed to meander my way up while
stitching the whole thing. Gab happily cleaned it and we quickly abseiled
down to our packs, packed up, and walked down the ski field.

Friday, 25th August
I was determined to lead ‘Chockstone Goulette’ (M4). After building a
bomb‐proof anchor in a rock‐sheltered corner I started climbing. After
about 2 meters I still couldn’t see any pro for the next 10 meters or so.
Even though I was able to crawl partly into the side‐wards tending
awkward crack the rock was a bit chossy and loose. I bailed and – with
bruised pride ‐ had to watch Jai leading ‘Force it!’ (M4), a route to which
he a few days back referred to as ‘there is no way I will lead this! This is
crazy!’ Seconding it was super fun. Leading it got on my dancing card for
next year.

Saturday, 26th August
As Gab and I had early flights the next day, Saturday was our day of
celebrating achievements (by eating Devil Burgers and Rhubarb Creme
Brûlée, and visiting Gab's favourite pianist busker), packing up our gear,
and leaving as little fuel possible in our rental car.

Saturday, 26th August
One last ‘Rhubarb Brûlée (deserved by Jai and a sort of ‘deal with the
defeat treat’ for me) and listening to this awesome pianist in Queenstown
– then packing. Very sad that another ice and mixed climbing adventure
was over.

All‐in‐all the trip was mostly a success; objectives completed, skills and
lessons learnt, new friends made, no gear was lost, and 2 climbers home
safe and happy.
Aside from the climbing, we met an ex‐meth dealer, an ex‐bikie gang
leader turned author, travellers from across the world and an Aussie
climbing legend while falling in love with a French bakery, and taking great
photos of ducks.
The climbing, while scary and intimidating, became easier and more
enjoyable after learning how to read the terrain. Unfortunately, the timing
of our climbing didn't correspond with the best conditions, so we'll need
to go back next year! I give a massive thanks to Gab ‐ my climbing guide,
belayer, and anti‐faff coach. Thanks a million Gab!

I loved the trip (the ‘why I am doing this’ moments had shrunk to a
minimum compared to the previous years) and it was great to see how Jai
came a long way from ‘this is absolutely nuts’ to ‘I definitely will come
back next year’. Perhaps he might even end up leading a route or two at
‘Pink Palace’. Thanks Jai for being such an awesome climbing partner –
always supportive, patient, and reliable and in good spirit no matter what
the ‘mountain’ throws at you. I hope we do it again next year.

Adapted from Gab & Jai's report of the Ice & Mixed Climbing at The Remarkables & Wye Creek in NZ
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#Hutlyf
Article by Dan Comber‐Todd. Photos by Vasili Trigas

Scrabble can be an acrimonious game at
the best of times, so it is not a good idea to play
it while stuck in a small alpine hut with three
other guys who just want to climb, but can’t
because you’re in New Zealand, and it always
rains in New Zealand.
If you do decide to play, you shouldn’t add
new rules to make the game more “interesting”
or “faithful to its principles”. In particular, you
shouldn’t add rules like “You don’t get points for
a word if you can’t quote a reasonable dictionary
definition of the word” and “Furthermore, if you
can’t quote a reasonable dictionary definition
and someone else can, they get the points for
that word”.
If you add these rules, and you steal valuable
words like “Geode” and “Sago”, James will get
quite angry. This is especially the case if you
completely phone it in by playing two-letter
words because you’re not good at scrabble.
James will get very angry. He will challenge you
about words like “ye”.
When you correctly define such words he will
try to tell you that the word can’t be played
because it’s the plural form of “thou” and you
previously banned plurals. He will ignore your
protestations that this rule was clearly intended
to stop people from leeching by adding ‘“s” to
words, and therefore clearly doesn’t apply to
“ye”. James will win by a large margin, but he
won’t be happy. The best action at this point is
to go outside to the fridge and steal his cheese
again.

The toilet paper situation became
worrisome quite early. With two weeks planned
in the mountains we had carefully considered
how much toilet paper we would need. A few
days in to our stay we calculated that our
consumption was far ahead of schedule.
The impending toilet paper shortage gave rise
to suspicions that threatened to fracture the
team. Gab maintained that she only used four
sheets per visit, but as a woman she used it
every visit. Jai’s consistent diet of 200g of
vegetables and a cup of couscous seemed
suspect. Was his output as regular as his input?
Vasili kept furtively grabbing the toilet paper and
disappearing, and we soon became convinced
that James must be eating toilet paper when left
unaccompanied.
I was not worried though. I had a 50 pack of wet
wipes

Haiku for James’ wrist watch
My alarm is broke
James said, sleeping in again
No. We all heard it

Dan belays James on Humdinger.
Photo by Vasili Trigas

A long account1 of short weather
windows on Mount Aspiring
By Jess Thorn
Following the mountaineering
trip, James Bailie and Jess Thorn
used up their spare time
scrambling up peaks in the
Darrens and in Mt Aspiring
National Park prior to the arrival
of the ANUMC canyoning and
packrafting crew. They survived
both the elements and each
other.
I
had
other
aspirations.1
Climbing Tititea (meaning steep
peak of glistening white in
Māori) was not one of them.
Magnanimously, however,
I
decided to accede to the last
vestiges of El Presidente power
and go along with James’ idea.2
Day 1: Heading in: The West
Matukituki Valley
After making all the tough
hardware decisions3 we were
ready to go. We set off at the
crack of 5pm for French Ridge
Hut. I had my head torch at the
top of my pack ready to put on
but, thanks to James’ pace
setting (aka his rogainers
stride), we made good time –
arriving just prior to 9pm, when
it was still light even!4
Day 2: Hut day at French
Ridge: Crossword (and cross
words) frenzy
Waking up to James’ watch
beeping5, I peeked out from my
sleeping bag to see rain
splattering against the window.
I too decided to pretend I didn’t
hear the alarm.
Getting up for reals a bit later
on, I discovered the hut was
empty.
Perhaps it was a
1

I hear your groans. I acknowledge your groans.
But the pun had to be made somewhere. And
earlier was better. Okay? Okay. Let’s get on with
the report.
2

The idea might have actually been Dan’s. But
darn Jetstar flights are tricky to change, and he
wasn’t able to eek out a few more days of enzed
holiday to join us.
3

Red curry or green curry? Red. Liquorice or
chocolate? Both.

worrying sign that everyone else
had given up waiting for the
conditions to clear. But we’d
checked every weather website
possible before coming up, and
had made our sacrifices to the
Mountain Gods on the Way Up
French Ridge. We knew there
was a weather window coming.
Or at least patches when it
didn’t look too bad…
We made good use of the rest of
the day. Sleeping. Pointing out
people I knew in every ‘Antics'
magazine6 in the hut to James.
Doing all the puzzles and
crosswords that were left in the
hut. Placing bets on our
crossword answers.7 Watching
the circling kea. Eating a jar of
peanut butter so that James
could have a bowl for his meals.
And ruminating on every detail
of what we’d heard of the route
conditions.
Day 3: The Quarterdeck8 and
Bonar Glacier: The scenic
route feat. Heavy Legs
Rather than using Bevan Col to
gain access to Bonar Glacier and
Mt Aspiring, we had decided to
go via the Quarterdeck Pass.
This
was
the
more
straightforward route: a cairned
track directly above French
Ridge Hut led us to the glacier.
And we’d heard the pass itself
was still a goer.9 Looking at the
pass from snow line it matched
the reports we’d heard – it’d
probably work. Realising at this
point that his crampons were
incompatible with his Dunlop
Volleys, James decided he
better change to boots. Well
played.

4
This account entirely skips over getting up
French Ridge with a full mountaineering pack.
An experience recommended to all! Be in touch
if you want the full story. [Spoiler: James is a
machine. Noticing that my upward momentum
had stalled and my lols had departed, he offered
to lighten my load and waited for me at strategic
places with encouraging words like ‘just a bit
further up’. Thanks James. ]
5
Despite his constant claims it was broken. See
Pioneer Hut haiuku.
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James on French Ridge

With a devastating precipice
dropping
1200
meters
to
Gloomy Gorge off one side of the
glacier, this is where things got
a tad more serious.
James
found a pitchable way through
the main crevasse field. Gentle
slopes made way to steeper
ground, where we could see a
shrund starting to form. Pulling
out the gear, we swung pitches
until we crested the ridge line.
According
to
the
route
description across Bonar Glacier
to Colin Todd Hut, “there are
some heavily crevassed areas to
be avoided on the way, and a
compass would be of little use in
whiteout.” Unfortunately for us,
this is when the weather decided
to clag in.

6

The Otago University Tramping Club annual
magazine.
7

There was only one bet about the answer to
one clue. I was right. The storm petrel is now
your spirit animal, James.
8
9

Correct pronunciation using the local accent.

The crevasses on the Quarterdeck open up
considerably late in the season and, along with
the risk of wet avalanches at that time of year,
make it impassable

Not to fear! I had orienteering
savant Mr Bailie as my top team
member! Whipping out the
compass in the few cloud breaks
we orientated ourselves, took
our bearings, formed a plan,
roped up, and started forth.
However, holding a path in a
white out on a glacier in gently
sloping, featureless terrain is
rather difficult… Seeing some
dark shapes where we didn’t
think there should be dark
shapes, we regrouped.
And
pulled out the GPS.10 Sure
enough, we were where we
thought we were in the broad
sense11 but not where we
wanted be in the precise
sense.12

to trudge up to get there?18
How many people were at the
hut? Would our calculation not
to bring sleeping mats backfire
on us, given the limited bunks?
Only time would tell.
We got there to find two others
in the hut: a guide and his
client.19
It was a hefty day and we were
both pleased to down the packs
and raid the leftovers food box
at the hut to pad out our dinner.
Listening
to
the
weather
forecast, it sounded like the next
day wouldn’t be worth venturing
out for. Whew. I had some
Antics magazines to catch up
on.

Day 4: Hut day at Colin
Todd: The crazy Czechs
It turned out the other pair20
had been waiting to summit for
a week. In that time others had
come and gone. Its current
emptiness was an indication of
how patchy the weather was21,
which no chopper could get
through.
The sleet, rain and wind made
for another good taper day. And
we decided to taper hard.
Breaks in the weather gave us
time to assess our route, looking
up at the ridgeline from the
comfort of the hut. To gain the
North-West ridge, which we

We course corrected. After not
too long13 the cloud lifted and
we could see Colin Todd Hut!
But would we ever get there?
Making quick progress crossing
the glacier now that we could
see our way and were striding
downhill (in the right direction),
had raised my expectations of a
late lunch at Colin Todd. This
hope was dashed when we ran
into the ice flow (♪‘ice flow,
nowhere to go; ice flow,
nowhere to go!♪’14).
We
scouted directly above to see if
there was a way through. There
wasn’t. We backtracked to the
western base of Aspiring’s South

The red shows the approximate route from French Ridge Hut, the blue line
shows the route we took to avoid crevasses.

West Ridge to take the high
route15 above the extremely
crevassed glacier.
Negotiating
the
major
crevasses, which James insisted
on falling in from time to time16,
and the general uphill slog
coupled with our full packs made
for slow going.17
Tantalisingly, Colin Todd Hut sat
perched in the distance. How
much of Aspiring would we have

10
We’d sensibly downloaded a detailed map of
the area onto a cell phone beforehand.
Recommend the NZTopo Maps app to anyone
adventuring in New Zealand.
11

The Bonar Glacier.

Colin Todd Hut with Mt Aspiring and the Bonar Glacier in view.

would follow to the top, we
14
You all shall also be cursed with having the
Mighty Boosh’s Ice Flow song as an earworm in
your future snow escapades
15
See map for how high up Mt Aspiring we had
to go to avoid the crevasse fields.

12
We were off route. In fact we’d started back
tracking.

16
Only falling in the minor ones, of course. He
has his standards.

13
Thankfully: a white out on a glacier is scary
and something to avoid.

17

So. Slow. Strava statistics reveal the full extent
of our back and forward and what a big day it
was.
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18

We weren’t meant to be climbing it yet!

19

Who’d choppered in and were planning to
chopper out too, the lucky things.
20
21

The client was ‘Strayan. GC‐based.

Not James’ personality, which we learnt from
French Ridge could clear huts.

decided to approach via a steep
snow and ice ramp that rejoined the ridge further up. This
shortcut was called the kiwi or
kangaroo patch, given its
resemblance to both those
animals. Rather than descend
into a petty squabble over what
animal it looked like22, we
decided to rename it the TransTasman Patch of Goodwill and
Cooperation.23
Our afternoon napping was
broken up by looking out the
window to track the progress of
two figures that had appeared in
the distance, approaching from
Bevan Col. Excitement! Two
tuckered out Czechs arrived in
the dark. Making the very solid
push up from Raspberry Creek
car park leaving at 11pm the
night before, they’d strategically
gone lightweight: a shared
backcountry meal for dinner and
one sleeping bag between them
meant they’d had room for a few
bottles of beer and a large
amount of vodka.
The mountain radio confirmed
our weather break the next
day. It was on!
Day 5: 3033
I woke up to James already
dressed and having breakfast
at the table, having heard his
alarm.

Heading back to French Ridge Hut.

side. We simulclimbed and
pitched sharper sections to land
on top of the buttress with the
summit back in view.
With the crux behind us, we
shed a pack of gear25 and
scrambled on with a lighter load.
Unfortunately this wasn’t the
simple matter of prancing up a
snow slope to the summit as
conditions allow for earlier in the
season. There was still another
600 meters of broad, low-angled
rock ridgeline to go before we
got to the ice cap at the top.
Smiles masked our burning

calves as we passed the other
pair on their way down, broad
grins on their faces. It was a
small comfort to know the Czech
team was still behind us, yet to
experience this pain.
Snow again!
We’d reached summit ice cap.
Crampons back on, it was a
short slog on a narrow and
steepening slope until James’
yelled out that there was no
more up.
We were there!

Already I could tell this would
be a topsy-turvy kind of day.
Enacting
the
Goldilocks
Strategy24 meant that we were
able to watch where the pair
before us crossed from the
glacier to the rock. This didn’t
make
negotiating
the
deteriorating bergshrund easy,
however. James had to make a
very nervy step across a chasm
to move from snow to rock.
Gaining the ridgeline we now
had to navigate the buttress, the
huge step in the rock that had
stared at us from the hut. To do
so we sidled around the exposed
ledges and bluffs on its northern

22
23

Clearly it was a kiwi.

Clarification (from James): Jess decided to call
it the Trans‐Tasman Patch of Goodwill and

James at the Summit.

Cooperation. Everyone else called it the
kangaroo patch.
24

Following the guide and his client up the
mountain’s lower snow slopes at a distance that

25

was not too close to be annoying but not too far
away as to lose sight of the route they were
taking.
25

James’ is an ideas man.

Mt Aspiring with its winter coat.

We soaked in the sensational
views that stretched out in every
direction (without looking down
too much because it was scary
steep on all sides). Taking out
James’ banana chips, we had a
celebratory crunch.
Afterwards we retraced our
route and followed the buttress
to its prow, before descending
down the well-used rap route.
While the route was less obvious
than on the way up, we followed
James’ nose.26 New tat was at
each rap station and we could
descend all the way down past
the Trans-Tasman Patch of
Goodwill and Cooperation to the
high snow slopes that led to the
Bonar Glacier.
Once we’d
gained the main snow field
again, the descent was quick.

down the Quarterdeck Pass for
lunch at French Ridge Hut.
But we didn’t stay for long – we
had a car to get to and places to
be!28
So
onwards
and
downwards and downwards and
downwards it was.
Finally reaching the bottom of
French Ridge, we jumped in the
Matukituki river to cool down.
Walking back on the track we
started to pass other people and

knew it was time to start being
A shower in
civil again.29
Wanaka, perhaps?
With some relief, Raspberry Flat
came into view. On the drive to
town we turned our minds to
what next.
The canyon and
packraft faffers would arrive
soon. But we had a day or two
before then…
Time for a climb at Mt Cook’s
Sebastapol Bluffs, James?30

The
Czech
pair,
having
overtaken us on the descent,
had vodka ready to share with
us at Colin Todd. Feet up and
boots airing, we enjoyed our
drinks27 while watching the last
rays of sunlight hitting Tititea.
Day 6: All the way down
Our 'relaxed' itinerary allowed
for the whole day to walk from
Colin Todd Hut to the car park.
We roped up and retraced our
path
across
the
heavily
crevassed Bonar Glacier and
(carefully) over and pitching
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Although I lost track of his nose at one stage.
I didn’t nose where he went.
27

We’d run out of gas for cooking dinner, so
drinks it was. See footnote 10 about rationing
gas.

Gear airing at the end of the day.
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We didn’t actually have anywhere to
be, but this makes us sound like
important people. And no doubt James'
mum was starting to get worried.
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29
30

And to pay up on lost bets, aye James.

There was! Including the sublime 35m slab
‘Serias’ among others.

When things don’t go to plan
How faffing almost led to rescue services being called for an ANUMC group
in Butterbox Canyon during the Blue Mountains Extravaganza
By Oscar Hatton and Ivan Dovana
Josh, our leader abseiled down to assist, leaving me
up top. The problem was soon resolved, but by the
time I had abseiled after him, the second rope had
been pulled, leaving me with no backup plan. It was
a nervy pull, but it came freely, and soon I was
at the base of the slot with the rest of the
team. The next problem arose as I tried to pull
the second rope which stuck! This left us with
one rope to do three abseils and one climb. No
mistakes could be made – it was already 3:30 pm!

Recently I read Into Thin Air by Jon Krakauer. In the
book, Krakauer attempts to unpack the events of the
‘96 expedition to Everest where eight people lost
their lives in a single day. While the weather was
much poorer than
anticipated, this
alone was not the
reason why the
expedition fell apart.
Instead, he described a series of errors – one
compounding upon another ‐ that led to disaster.

…I found myself alone
on the chockstone…

I could not help thinking of Krakauer as I found
myself alone on the chockstone of Butterbox
Canyon, tentatively pulling at a rope above me.
The second rope had already been pulled and was
now 30m below. If my rope caught, I’d be stuck on
this damn rock – about the size of a Fiat 500 – till
the search and rescue team came the next day.
It hadn’t been the most organised canyoning day so
far. We’d left camp late and taken a detour past
Blackheath Bakery. Apparently, everyone else in the
Blue Mountains had the same idea, so we found
ourselves harnessing up for the first abseil at the
gentlemanly hour of 11:00. The first few pitches
went smoothly, except at the top of the slot canyon,
we heard shouts for ‘help’. A group member had
become stuck on the rope.
The Canyon
Butterbox Canyon is located near Mt Hay 15km north of
Katoomba. It is considered a difficult canyon that takes
all day to complete. What makes this canyon special is
the two‐pitch fourth and fifth abseil; and the climb out.
The fourth pitch ends on a chockstone wedged 20m up
a waterfall. This chockstone isn’t large enough for the
entire group so a second rope is required to complete
the fifth abseil.
The exit also requires canyoners to ascend a very
exposed grade 10‐11 climb. Climbing this in daylight is
difficult for some. Climbing it in the dark adds additional
complexity.
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I couldn’t help feel like things were snowballing. This
was exactly the phenomenon Krakauer described. I
reminded myself though, that we were all still safe,
and if we kept our heads we would be fine.
Together, we had enough clothes – a benighting
would be cold and miserable but we would all
survive. Pushing back the initial panic, we kept
moving and made good time through the rest of the
canyon. The sky was just becoming dark as Josh led
the climb at the exit – barefoot on a static rope!
By the time we reached the carpark it was
thoroughly dark and our Search and Rescue Time
(SARTIME) of 9pm was fast approaching. We had to
get reception before Ivan called the police! Thanks
to some judicious use of James’ brother’s car (that I
was to return spotless on pain of death) we made it
to Katoomba with a few minutes to spare. Like all
good mountaineers, we recuperated with chocolate
milk.
All in all, it was a fun day, but still rattling. Things
could have gone much worse.

Timeline of Events

I’d been calling the Butterbox group every 15
minutes since 8pm with all my calls going straight to
voicemail. Although the planned finish time was
5pm it was now almost 9pm, the nominated
SARTIME when I’d have to call the rescue services.
The campfire revelry at Mt Wilson was under full
swing with most people oblivious that one of the
groups had not yet returned.
As word spread of the missing group, things
quietened down, with imagination, speculation and
bravado emerging.

“Give them another 30 minutes they
might just be running late”
So what is a SARTIME? It’s the no bullshit time that
a group has estimated, that if they have not
finished an activity, something has gone wrong. We
spruik having a responsible person to monitor the
SARTIME but what are they meant to do when it
expires?

09:00 Depart campsite at Mt Victoria
09:30 Stop at bakery in Blackheath
10:30 Arrive at Mt Hayes carpark
11:40 First abseil completed
12:30 Second abseil completed
13:10 Third abseil completed
14:00 Two‐pitch fourth and fifth abseil commenced
14:30 Abseiler needs assistance on fifth abseil
15:25 Rope gets caught on fifth abseil
15:30 Fifth abseil completed
15:55 Sixth abseil completed
16:35 Final abseil completed
17:00 Planned finish time
18:55 Final climb out commenced
19:30 Nightfall
19:40 Climb out completed
20:20 Arrive at Mt Hayes carpark
21:00 SARTIME expires
21:00 Arrive Katoomba and mobile reception
In the end I wasn’t buying any of this, the decision
was very simple. SARTIME expires = Call 000.

“Don’t call 000, we should drive out
and look for them”

After compiling useful information on participants,
locations and, makes and models of vehicles; I drove
to the top of Mt Wilson at 9pm to make the call.
With a massive sigh of relief a message pinged to my
phone. It was the group. They’d made it out of
Butterbox in the dark and were now on their way for
a hard earned pub
dinner in Katoomba.

Although looking for a group is a sound option, the
decision must consider the availability, skills and
equipment of the search party. Butterbox Canyon
was at least an hour’s drive from the Mt Wilson
campground. If we opted to give them the benefit
of the doubt we may as well have made their
SARTIME 10pm. And once we got there what would
we do? Search the exit? Search the entry? What
about the rest? We may as well have made the
SARTIME 11pm.

Although this situation
doesn’t happen often, if
you’re the responsible
person it’s important to
plan ahead and rehearse
what you’ll do. Although
a number of resources
will be committed to a
rescue and reputations
may be tarnished,
delaying a rescue could
have disastrous
consequences.

“They’ll be fine, if they had a
problem they’d have set off the PLB
and someone would have called us”
The club Personal Locator Beacons (PLB) are
registered with the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority. When a PLB is activated, before
committing vast resources, AMSA will endeavour to
contact the registered owners to get as much
information to support a planned rescue. In our
case the EPIRB had not been activated. Was the
group fine or was the group unable activate it? If we
placed all our trust in the PLB why have a SARTIME
at all?

The ANUMC ResQlink PLBs
are registered with AMSA
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We had made it. The pink monoliths of the Wadi
Rum desert stood in front of us. Towering sandstone
castles for which this region has become known;
rising rock plateaus domed by mushroom shaped
peaks glowing expectantly, invitingly; calling like a
siren in the dusk.

Yes we had made it to Wadi Rum, and it was raining.
In a desert that experiences 360 days of cloudless
sky a year, somehow we had managed to land on
the wrong end of a low pressure front that had
delivered snow to Amman the capital and iced the
road going up to Petra.

How not to eat baked
beans with a spoon
Climbing adventures in Jordan
By Euan Brown
They say the summit of Wadi Rum's peaks have
deserts, expansive deserts upon which gazelle live
lives of insouciant happiness.
Deserts sitting atop deserts – it was for this kind of
absurdity that we had come. For we (Lyle Halliday,
Lucas Tatnell, Kahlil Perusco and I) had come to
adventure these peaks trad style. Trad climbing,
adventure climbing so some languages call it, is
oppositional to the lazy hermeneutics of sport
climbing. Wadi Rum was a sandstone wonderland of
not-lazy hermeneutics, indeed it is a veritable
Disneyland for trad climbers.

The sight that greeted us at Wadi Rum was low fog
and waterfalls cascading down the 400m cliff faces.
Awesome yes, disappointing yes. At a loss whether
to wait it out or find drier rock on the other side of
the Jordan valley in Palestine I fell silent.
Mohamed my dear friend who had joined our trip
with an avidity that belied his zero climbing
experience advised me that in Wadi Rum once bad
weather has come, it sets in.
Great. We had travelled seventeen thousand
kilometres to get there and we were being rained
out. I looked across the cab of the pickup that had
driven us to Wadi Rum and mouthed a sorry to Lyle,
Lucas and Kahlil. Wadi Rum village was no
welcoming sight either. The streets were choked
with burnt out husks of cars and melted rubber tires.
Children running barefoot through the scrapyard
streets, playing with obscure metal bits gave the
place a bit of a depressed air. Again I mouthed a
silent sorry to Lyle, Lucas and Kahlil who obviously
by now were questioning why they had followed me
halfway around the world to stay in a town that felt
like a set from Mad Max.

Imagine! Four hundred meter cliff faces, blank
black walls with hand to finger sized cracks slithering
salaciously up their faces to their zeniths. Ridges and
outcrops of sandstone pillars converging on the
contorted mass of the Wadi Rum massif. Maze like
gullies, rabbit warren, leading into the dark heart of
the massif structure. Long halls of sandstone walls,
at times narrowing to impassable cul-de-sacs, at
other times widening to a clear passage.
Wadi Rum has something mystical.
We were armed with a guidebook written by a
vagrant Brit in the 1970s whose maps were hand
drawn and whose lazy route descriptions were
responsible for leading more than one climbing
party astray. We were to be no exception. Weaving
our own way up these cliffs with sub-par placements
in sandy af cracks with our absurd assortment of
nuts, rps, hexes and cams was to become par for the
course.

But what milieux lacked, hospitality more than

made up. Abu Suleiman* was our taciturn host gave
us the pick of his lodgings – his mother's house. Abu
Suleiman’s mother was a beautifully haggard woman
who’s Arabic so poor Mohamed couldn't
understand. A yawish country drawl. An argot
peppered with words from the 18th century. The old
woman was attended to by Hamud, a charming boy
of 7, her grandson. Hamud was absolutely insistent
in feeding us sugar-laced tea. He would eat with us
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begrudgingly and only once after we had exhausted
the voluminous cornucopia of Arabic platitudes.
Hamud was a gem.

the "backup" fourth point to my equalised trad
anchor. I wasn't going to take that chance.

After spending 2 lazy days in Wadi Rum we were

splitter crack with the only good pro in the whole
first section of climbing, and then a tough move into
a finger sized crack running up a dihedral for fifteen
metres until another roof. I hoped the finger crack
and dihedral would have lay-backing potential.
Stemming my way into position under the roof at
the top of the chimney took considerable nerve, but
by the grace of my initial enthusiasm, I was still
rearing for the climb. The moves out of the chimney
seemed surprisingly easy until I realised the crack
was so small it would only fit rps or micronuts. At
that point I said a Hail Mary for Daniel Comber-Todd
Who, in his wisdom, had advised I take the
micronuts from the ANUMC gear store because their
weight vs utility ratio was a strong bet.

Pitch 2 led the rest of the chimney to a roof with a

eventually forced due to weather to evacuate for
Palestine, where we climbed limestone sport crags
in the north and south. By the time we returned to
Wadi Rum a week later the rain had cleared and we
could focus on some serious climbing.
***

It was a cold morning. We set off in the early light up

the basalt landslide leading to the sandstone walls.
After gaining the height of the basalt steppe upon
which the pockmarked face of Jebel Um Qais rested
we searched for the canyon entrance that would
take us to The Beauty. The guidebook called it a
classic line, about a grade 17 lay-back flake
stretching 150m. A good starting grade.
We had spotted the line from the town
with the help of a band of Czech climbers,
whose confidence was fear-conquering.
"An easy climb" they had said, piss-weak it
seemed. But our first task was navigating
the confusing canyons and scree slopes to
find the climb's start.

We arrived there after about an hour of

sweaty hiking. The allure of the canyons
entrance had been beguiling – this was
after all where the film Indiana Jones and
the Holy Grail had been shot. But the base
of The Beauty seemed somewhat different
from its description. My enthusiasm,
enthralled by the prospect of finally
getting onto the wall for some trad
climbing, blinded me to the wary clucks of
Lyle.
"I don't think this is it" he said definitively
just before I set out on the first pitch.
Nonsense I yelled, it's easy, echoing the
confident Czechs. Let that be a lesson to
those seeking Wadi Rum's hidden glories.
The first two pitches seemed
straightforward enough. A sixty metre
chimney with minimal protection and
some of the chossiest, most degraded and
sandiest rock I have ever climbed. Pitch 1
ended inside the chimney at a dodgy belay
with weathered tape for an anchor around
a breeze-through that looked ready to
collapse at the slightest take. The tape was
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Because the crack could only take rps, it also meant

that it was not jammable – there was no way my
sausage fingers were fitting in there. What the crack
did feature was conveniently placed cut-ins every
metre or so which I initially used to layback.
The going was tough - far too tough for a grade 17
climb. With the apparent lack of footholds (I was
smearing on the very sandy and friable face of the
adjacent wall), with all of the gear I had lugged up
(including hexes – why hexes?) and with the crack
thinning towards the top, I realised something had
to give – it was my feet. The fall onto the micronut
was small thank the lord but I was pumped. At about
this time I thought, those fucking Czech bastards
sandbagged me. The crack was easily a grade 21, if
not grade 22.

Due to time and the significant metres of rock

needing to be climbed above, I decided to aid climb
the rest of the crack on rps. Before hitting the
impossible other roof, I made an airy traverse to the
left for seven or so meters which put me on a small
corner ledge that literally began crumbling under my
feet. With no gear between me and the last rp
sitting snug seven meters away and with my
foothold degrading below me fast, I made two
desperate and reachy moves that put me on a
considerable ledge above the roof. Once here I could
breathe a sigh of relief and build a belay anchor.
Kahlil’s seconding was a whole other story
altogether. As Kahlil entered the top of the chimney
I heard an almighty BOOM and then… silence. Kahlil
had obviously knocked down a massive piece of
weak rock. I stood at the belay holding my breath.
To my surprise Kahlil yelled out some moments later
in a rattled voice, “I’m fine”. “Thank fuck”, I thought.
By the time Kahlil joined me on the belay we were
losing the day fast and we had only completed two,
albeit long, pitches.
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Pitch 3 led up the only part of the climb that

grade 10 climbing and then the summit.
It wasn’t until 2 days later that I discovered how
wrong that assumption was. Given the lateness of
the day, Kahlil’s exhaustion and that we had also run
out of water, we made the hard decision to bail
leaving the minimal amount of pro to safely rappel
us to the ground.

featured any laid-back flake climbing, all ten meters
of it. However after the horror of pitch 2, it felt like a
wet walnut sundae. The top of pitch 3 featured an
amiable thorn bush. Kahlil on the second pulled right
through it and scratched about every part of his
body. At the end of pitch 3 I could tell Kahlil was
getting to the end of his tether. I wasn’t sure how
many more hours it would take to finish the climb. I
was becoming somewhat confused as the higher we
got the more the climb seemed to diverge from the
guidebook’s references to The Beauty.

Reaching Abdu Suleiman’s mother’s house that

night, we felt a sense of relief, exhaustion but also
strangely success. We had failed to finish the climb
but had given it a cracking go. Talking to some
American climbers two days later I found out that
the climb Kahlil and I had braved was not The
Beauty. The climb in fact was a rather avoided
chossy monstrosity that had not been climbed for
years.

I didn’t think this was too unusual given the

uselessness of the route descriptions. It did worry
me that perhaps I had led us off-route. Nevertheless,
I was convinced that we only had one more pitch left
before topping out on a platform that led to easy

There were lessons in that revelation for everyone.

For me it was that enthusiasm can make the worst
climb a classic. For others it was don’t trust Euan’s
ability to read climbing guidebooks from the 1970s.
Overall, I think my lesson is the better one.
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‘Tumble down Jagungal’ Easter bushwalk
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